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FOREWORD

In this era of increasing expectations in the labor market, public-private partnerships are more
important than ever. Current demands forexcellence include calls for a greater responsiveness to
the changing needs of society, and close collaboration and linkages between business, industry,
and education make thatresponsiveness more attainable.

Ma-lleine Hemmings, Vice-President for Policy, National Alliance of Business (NAB), is
highly (.1 ..ied to address this current and vital topic. Ms. Hemmings attended the University of
Fribourg in Switzerland and graduated from the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at
Cornell University. Her career has been interesting and varied. She has been owner-manager of a

private employment agency, was Assistant Director of Personnel at Cornell University, and was
Legislative Assistant to the Honorable Constance Cook, then Chair of the Education Committee of
the New York State Assembly. Later, she served as Director of Benefits and Compensation for the
National Association.of .ManufaCturers; and as Director of Personnel for George Mason University
in Fairfax. Virginia.

Before joining the. National Alliance of Business, Madeleine HemMings was Director of Educa-
tion. Employment. and Training for the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. She served as
staff director for the Chamber's Policy Committee on, Education, Employment, and..Training. While
at the Chamber. Ms. Hemmings was an active member of the Business Working Group on Human
Resources. a coalition of business organizations that includes the Chamber, the Business Round-
table. NAB, the National-Association of Manufacturers, and the ComMittee for Economic DE,vel-
opment. She was also a resource person to the 1982 White House Conference on the Aging,
served on the Fixieral Committee on Apprenticeship, and on the Advisory Committee on Imple-
mentation of the Job Training. Partnership Act.

In April 1983, Madeleine Hemmings was named Vice-President for Policy, National Alliance of
Business. NAB is an independent, business-led, nonprofit corporation whose mission is to
increase private sector training and job opportunities for the economically disadvantaged and
long-term unemployed by building and strengthening publit-privatepartnerships among business,

government. labor, education, and community.based groups.

The Ohio State University and the National Center for Research in Vocational Education are
pleased to present Madeleine Hemming's seminar address "Next Steps in Public-Private Partner;
ships." as it was delivered at the National Center.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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NEXT STEPS IN PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

What I want to shEire are some thoughts that we, at the National Alliance of Business, have on

the state of public-private partnerships at the moment and to ask you..to think with me about how

we might learn to make them 'work better.

Public-private partnerships are increasingly mentioned as a key component to a wide array of

domestic social programs. As some hear this, they may cynically speculate that we are passing

through one,more trendy political fashion. Others,may say "partnerships" are unworkable because

they have been poorly defined and one-sided initiatives that had no clear results. However, we at

the Alliance think that a well-designed public-private partnership can be a pOwerful tool to

accomplish goals no one group can reach alone. We are more aware today than ever before that
government cannot meet the collective needs for which it has assumed responsibility solely
through its own facilities and taxing powers. 13(essing education, employment and economic
development problems are so complex and entrenched that no one element of societyeither pub-

lic or privateis really equipped to handle them alone. As a society we are beginning to accept the

need for individuals and institutions to reach out fcr help from other individuals and institutions.
Today, virtyally every community has, at its disposal, an impressive array of individuals and

resources that can be_used.in. the development of effective public-private links to resolve a variety

c community challenges. These resourcesneed to be tapped. And-when tapped, we need to know

how to apply them so the problem will be solved and the community's confidence in its own ability

to solve problems will be enhanced. If we do, the ability to work together becomes an additional

community resource. .

What Is a Partnership?

It is.a continued, cooperative.effort of two or more institutions in which each partner shares in

the designing.of projects and programs planned to meet a mutual need and contributes a part of

. the resources needed. This definition is useful because it focuses on substantive relationships, not
situations where one entity is a passive partner or money merely changes'hands.

What Are the Steps in Building Partnerships?

There is a growing body of experience in how public and private leaders can use community

resources creatively and effectively to achieve employment and economic development objectives.

We think much of that experience can also he applied to the rapidly growing relationship between

employers and schools. An organized and systematic process to develop new.public-private
strategies will make it much more likely that priority objectives are met. We find that success in a

significant linkage effort is not likely to be produbed by an ad hoc approach. In a joint National

Alliance of Business/SRI International project on.molding the employment and economic devel-

Opment connection, we identified eight steps that should be mastered if a public-private partner-

ship is to flourish: Those steps are described next.



Step 1: Review the community's context to determine where it stands, what opportunities it

can tap, and what obstacles it must overcome before moving in new directions. The history of
partnerships in a community and the degree of trust between business and the various public and
private institutions are key factors that will,determine the kind of new partnerships and links that

. are possible.

In some places antagonism or lack of understanding among important institutions and indi-
viduals may constrain any opportunities for significant new collaboration. In such cases, it may be

necessary to start with some moderate efforts and build a record of success before embarking on
major new initiatives.

Some elements to consider in examining the community's context or atmosphere are as
follows:

The impact of local organizational arrangements and turf issues. rrogress in linkages is
limited in many communities by disputes over who does the work, who spends the
money. and-whogets the credit.

The actual and perceived quality of public programs. Where problems do exist in public
programs, steps need to be taken to rebuild confidence in the public programs.

Examine local social and economic conditions. For example, it's harde, to obtain job
commitments in a declining industrial area: it's m.oredifficult to target on a particular
group when social tensions are high.

. Find the neutral turf. Local organizations and processes probably do exist that enable the
different sectors to come together on neutral turf and so facilitate the development and

implenientation of collaboration efforts,

So I am saying.it is really necessary to assess that community and identify its strengths and
weaknesses.

Step 2: Define a specific issue on whicit to focus the partnership. The issue could well be an
aspect of a problem the community wants to address Get the community to consider where it is
on that.issue, then let it decide where it wants to go. Although the focus may be broad or narrow,
communities should work on something well-defined and tangible and should avoid endless. unfo-
cused planning exercises that result in paper instead of action..

Step 3: Organize a local team. The right mix of people must be mobilized. Once an issue has
been identified, the efforts and resources of several different actors in the community will need to
be activated. To determine who the essential actors are, first identify the organizations that have a
direct stake in seeing that the issue at hand is resolved and get their' commitment to work in the
partnership. Try to draw individuals from organizations with people who will be recognized in the
community as having authority to make commitments for the organization. Any partnership
depends on the authority of its key actors.

Commitment-of the public or private chi& executive officer (CE0).is essential. Only if the CEO
'has seen that the project is important to his or her interests and the community's interest will such
a person throw his or her whole weight behind the project. The CEO will then appoint appropriate
people as representatives, and give them authority to commit such resources as time, expertise,
connections, money, and so 'forth.
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There should also be an effort to build diversity into a broad-based team. There is frequently a
role for a neutral "third party" who speaks the language and commands the trust of both the. public
and private communities.

Step 4: Determine whether a new vehicle is needed or whether an existing mechanism is
acceptable. New vehicles may be especially useful in communities without a strong history of
partnership. Often establishment of a new group can help ensure a fresh look at problems and new
thinking about potential solutions. If partnerships or linkage activities are a tradition in the com-
munity, an existing institution may have the status and leverage needed to release resources
toward tha desired. goal. Whether a new or existing vehicle is used and whether the initiative
comes from the public or private sector depends on the local situation.

Step 5: Analyze the issue. Once the partnership is organized, it should diagnose a problem or
situation to understand its underlying causes and to lay the groundwork for developing a strategy
to deal with it. Problems must be carefully described and the participants in the partnership with
their various yiewpoints..and perspectives need to express. and explain their views of the problem.
The group then needs to work toward a consensus in defining the problem clarifying the
objectives.

Step 6: Identify options. Once the problem is defined and current approaches have been
reviewed, the challenge is to identify and develop new options for addressing the problems. Any
discussion of alternatives with a diverse group of actors will generate arangh of optidns. Some will
be more appropriate than others. However, all options should beconsidered. Diplomatic consider-
ation of all points of view enhances the credibility of the process. It will show where agreement
and disagreement arise:People will be better able to support the final plan if tneir options were
heard and held in respect throughout the diScussions.

Step 7: Negotiate agreement. Move from a list of possible options to an agreed upon plan of
action. That requires negotiations among the key public and private sector actors. Inthe overall.
process of negotiating agreements, members of the community's problem- solving partnership
need to examine the feasibility of each option, select thos% that seem to have promise. negotiate
specific agreements with those who will implement,the policy options, and develop a work plan for
the implemeritation phase of the initiative.

r?

Step 8: Implement the plan and follow-through on it after negotiating agreement on a plan of
action. Considerations in the last and most important phase should be as follows:

How to structure the linkage activity and give it an organizational home

How. to provide strong support for implemeKtation

How to make midcourse corrections as needed

How to build on today's momentum to develop tomorrow's program

How to build new institutional arrangements from successful protects

The Private Industry Council as Partnership

It is interesting to look at the Private Industry Council experiment in order to see what has
happened using this einht step process analysis as a basis for analysis. The Private Industry
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Council (PIC) in the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) was established with support that should

enable the principles we described to work. The law required an initial review of the local commu-

nity's needs, both labor market and targeted population. It gave initial funding for analysis of pre-'

vious job training effortS in the community. And PIC membership was drawn from those who had a

stake in seeing the disadvantaged obtain economic independence. Staff was supplied to enable

the PIC to develop its own individual working relationships and systems.

NAB studies show that in the initial action year, more PICs formed strong partnerships than

did not Where there were problems, they appeared to arise from an unwillingness to share author-

ity under mutually defined conditions.

The National Alliance of Business (NAB) has tracked the progress of the Job Training Part-

nership Act since its inception with these questions'in mind. Last fall, when the framework for this

new partnership was put in place, NAB undertook Pe first comprehensive National survey Of the

nearly 600 Private Industry Councils. This preliminary review revealed that business was throwing

its support behind the partnership. One of the questions we had was whether they would continue

with this support, At.least 9,000 business volunteers serve on local Private Industry Councils and

State job training coordinating councils. The actual membership of business people on the Private

Industry Councils is 56 percent whereas the law requires only 51 percent.

Following this initial study in May 1984, NAB's regional service offices studied the Nation's 100

largest service delivery areas, which include key cities, major metropolitan areas, and large rural

areas. On the average, each serves a community of:750,000 people. Together, they administer

more than half of the funds allocated for the JTPA. The information gathered during this second

analysis shows that, in the majority of cases, the public and private sectors have been successful

in working together to develop a viable and e.ffe..Itive local.program.

There are many positive signs that the partnership is.flourishing: Private Industry Councils are

playing a pivotal role in one -fifth of the service delivery areas. In those localities, .the PICs are

active in managing the program and play much more than a policy and program oversight role.

These PICs often serve as grant recipients or program administrators through agreement with the'

local elected officials. They are usually incorporated and are supported by staff that report directly

to the PIC.

An additional 60 percent of the PICs are exercising their mandated role to develop policy and

provide administrative and program oversight. Such PICs are.also working well with local govern-

ment (which is usually the grant recipient or program administrator) and are knowledgeable about.

the programs they are funding, but prefer using an existing organization, public or private, to run

the program. We think that this arises out of'the fact that there were a number of communities with

very fine organizations in place when CETA was phased out and JTPA begun. It was logical that

those organizations should continue.

Our survey shows that in over three -quarters of the service delivery areas, the agreement

between the council and the local elected official, which outlines their major roles and responsibili-

ties. is satisfactory to both sides. In more than half, staff support was provided by the program

administrators, and council members characterize their working relationship with the administra-

tors as "good" or ',excellent." There has been little turnover on the average Private Industry Coun-

cil, and approximately three-quarters of the councils are believed to be comprised of influential

and top-level business leaders who accurately represent the industrial and demographic composi-

tion of the local business community..



Performance standards are expebted to be met in two-thirds of service delivery ,areas thisfirst

year, and about half have reported no problems with recruiting and maintaining planned enroll-,
ment levels, despite some initial .problems in the first months of the transition.

There are, however, some areas of concern. It appears from our.study that approximately 10
percent of the key areas face serious problems. A common thread runs through these difficulties:
the Private Industry Council usually plays a very limited role in the decision - making. process, the

agreement with 'the local elected official often limits the council'S authority, and tension frequently
exists between the council and lbcal government staff. The rules of equally shared authority and
respOnsibility appear to have been breached, and so the relationship is not as strong as it might

be. take further study to determine exactly what has prevented formation of full partnership
in these cases.

It will take at least another year before the success of the'transition to a more private sector,
job-oriented training system can realistically be assessed. NAB condycted another comprehen-
sive, nationwide survey of Private Industry Councils in the late summer of 1954.,The results will be
closely analyzed to determine the strengths, the successes, and the problems facing the job train-
ing partnership. More will be learned from that study-about how to work effectively in these new

relationships.

However, we can see now that some 7,000 business volunteers are working with an equal .
number of public sector counterparts to put together programs to help a population with serious
barriers to employment get and keep jobs. This represents.an enormous release of energy and

resources toward.a specific human and community problem.

One issue which clearly needs further study and possibly more time and experience is how to

help private and public sector representatives understand the decision7making processes the other
uses. Business people are used to working in a hierarchical system with a clear goal and without
the need to create public support for their decisions. Once they begin to work in a public-spirited
effort, possibly using public dollars and working with public officials, their frame of reference must
change. Business people will need an understanding of the public agency-decisidn-making pro-

cesS to work effectively in partnerships. They will need to understan&a..nd accept as necessary

public officials' need to move more slowly than private organizations in order to builu support for
their decisions within their-own agencies,, among other public officials, and with the public. Busi-
ness people need to know that the step -by -step process is notalways red tape. Public officials, on
the other hand. need to communicate clearly with their private partners what they are doing and

why. Meetings must be about policy issues and strategiesnot about procedures, organization

charts, and immutable deadlines.

Communication depends on trust based on mutual respect, which brings us back to our earlier

concern about partnerships being created from among those who have a stake in the-outcome and

the power. to make the commitments neCessary to get the job done. But more thought does need
to be given to techniques to help this communication and understanding occur.

Partnership to Education

Partnerships in-job training are in their infancy, but they are institutionalized. Job training is

very different from education because it involves limited activities for a very specific population
and cause. Employer involvement in job training programs for the disadvantaged is, by its nature,

somewhat defined. A limited number of employers may serve in a policy-making role in State or
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local councils. Some employers can prqvide training services. More can hire their graduate

trainees. In other worda.everyone knows what employers are expected to do.

The broad scope of public education offers almost unlimited opportunities for educators and

employers to seek each other out to address mutual needs. Business-education partnerships
existed long before job training partnerships. Once again they. are growing in popularity. Whether
these partnerships are a passing fad Or wilgrbw into relationships with strong practical and politi-

cal benefits to education and to the community depends on whether the princiPles of successful
'.'partnering" are understood and how the partnerships are sOaped. Success or failure will depend

on the individuals in each State and locality who take the risk.

The initial question is, of course, why have a partnership? The education community alone
contains numerous diverse elements: students, teachers, counselors, principals, school boards.
parent greups4 administrators and their staffs (and that is just at the local level)! These parties all
have different interests that must be negotiated and reconciled daily. Educators may question the
need to complicate their lives with another set of actors.who could by their involvement delay or
impede an already complicated decision-making and. implementation process'..

There are, however, benefits to:partnerships that should overcome the inconveniences:t
Participation in a partnership gives, othei individuals and institutions an opportunity to .

understand what lies behind an organization's point of view, the constraints under Which
an organization operates and to learn its strengths and where it needs assistance. This

understanding can lead toincteased:political support for the educational system in the
community at a time when the system is being questioned' The business community, in
particular. can be a powerful ally with local political leaders and in the State capital where

key funding decisions arg made.

A partnership expands the capacity of the participating institutions to deal with the chal-
lenges that each entity must meet in its line of operations. The challenge to educators is

infinite as they must deal with almost every element of life. Perhaps more than any other
public system; education*needs the active support of the entire community. Partnerships

can help build the understanding that brings that support.

The challenge.to busiyess is to continue to face an increasingly competitive world mar..et.
The essential ingrediefrit to the success is human resources: thinking, responsible. pro-
ductive, committed, skilled employees who can learn, grow, and adapt to changing
markets and working technologies. Business has a survival-level stake in appropriate

quality education,

Partnership brings increased knowledge, access, time, human resources and financial
resources from other sectors in the community to a cause. In doing so, partnership may
reduce the costs and liability of doing business for each participant.

The catch, of course, is that one must ask for this support. A partnership will 'require under-
standifig, consensus building, negotiations, giving as well as taking, and time. Increased demands

will be placed on leadershipin education and in business. A

Partnerships with education are being implemented through a variety of activities. For exam-
ple. employers participate on school boards, local advisory councils, craft committees, and in

work-study and cooperative education programs.

6
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As you well know, thesi: activities are taking place more frequently in all our communities as
employers continue to rodlrze their stake in the capability of the public education systnin,to
pare students for the transition from school to work 'This stake is particularly visible in v catio
education. .

There is a long history of employer involvement in vocational education. E'7 cyers '17,ye

worked with vocational educators by serving on local advisory ^ouncils, craft c: ,itte s, end
education-work cou.icils. At the program level, they may participate in work-stuay or,c6o0erativ
education programs, and make staff, facilities, and equipment available for school use

e

r
Certainly', these contributions by employers are needed and have been useful to dare, but ;heir

existence has been uneven. Busineinput has generally been of an advisory or volunteer nature
and limited to individual ad hoc projects rather than systematized and integrated.'Similarto their
experience in employment and training programsyemployers have not shared respdnsibOitylor the
products of our educational, institutions. This has created an "us/them'vsituation wherelheibusi-

..
ness community can stand back and point to failure while flaking, minimal r7spoinsibilitY;'.

Because employers at concerned about the future work/force and'teeridroser,01,1aborationi
with vocationaPeducation would help vocational education, the NaridnaterryploYer 6Vganizations
are now working to create an appropriate public-private partnershipin vocational/education. Much
time, effort, and careful thought have gone into defining the:terms Of the partnership so it will be
most constructive.for vocational education, for students. and for their future employers. Wd believe

it is difficult to ask business people, whsare volunteers, to take an active role in'any program
unless they can be sure their opinions will be heard and considered. For theirpart. employers can-
not stand back and criticize our public insjitutions if they s; not 'willing to work with them.

Opportunities for Partnerships iti Vocational Education

We believe three features contained in the vocational education legislation now before Con-
gress will better define the employer's role in vocational education.

/

First, 'a strengthened State advisory council is created. It has a majority private sector
membership that is involved'in the development of State,vocational education plans. The council's
special contribution is to'advise State edu6atorS and elected officials as to whether proposed pro-
grams anti services meet State labor market needs It is difficult for States or regions:to obtain
accurate labor market data in an orgarriied fashion from employers. But, we believe 'a strong state-
level council can help employers realize how.m'uch education needs this information. The council
is also the place to bring outstanding business leaders in the State together to share their reaction

to the plans developed by the education.coMmunity and to help support these plans. It is hoped
that supp6rt will be buirt to establish ongoing communication.as the plan is developed.

_ -

Our experience is that the real business leadership in.a State or locality that could nether
strong support for State plans is not likely to participate in go,vernment or nonprofit advisory
councils that have no specific mission or authority. States shOuld bear the following in mind if they

vent effective councils:

Appoint high-level individuals with policy making "authority in their own companies to

serve on the council. Advisory councils gain, much prestige lrorn.the stature of their' ,

members.

7
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Councils that are appointed by the Governor need the support of the Governor. We've had

some problems in tha regard with JTPA. If the education community. which may at first

be concerned about the council, perceives the State council as merely a public relations
devict, or a ritual to be performed to meet the requirements for Federal funding, the coun-

cil will quickly become meaningless and business leaders will refuse to serve.

4 Spare the council as much bureaucracy and red tape as possible. Business volunteers will

want to focus on policy issues, not on OlKesses to fulfill regulatory requirements. Busi-
ness volunteers must be given clear issues,toxamine and information about the options

avrilable if they are to address the issues.

A committed and supported council is more likely to be an effective advocate for vocational

education and more willing to take on building the sustained public support necessary to carry out

quality vocational education programs. Participation on a State council will allow business leaders

to take a broad look at how vocational education can meet State goals for education, equity, indus-

try, economic development, and employment policy and to throw its weight behindwocational
education as it works to meet these goals.

But even more is needed. We believe that the employer's greatest value to vocational educa-

tion is in sharing the knowledge of the education and skills teat are needed to enter and progress

in their own industries and occupations. Broth House and Senate vocational education bills make

'provisions for this type of information exchange to take place. The House legislation requires
States to establish a limited number of occupationally specific technical committees. The commit-

tees are composed of business and labor specialists in a specific occupation set up to share with

appropriate education specialists the information they need to build curricula and programs. The

technical committees can also be used to obtain technical assistance and professional develop-
.

ment for State and local vocational education irrstitutions and teachers but only as requested by

the education community. The Senate legislation would create similar committees at the Federal

/ level a art of a National employer s council.

o make this work, business needs to make available to the education system its own people .

who can set out in specific-terms the competencies.needed to work and to grow in the occupations

that are taught both at secondary and postsecondary levels. Generally, such people are not the

chief executive officers (CEOs). They are people the CEOs can designate to work with educators

because their knowledge arises from daily experience.

NAB believes the way to get the best people with enough time to work problems through is by

going to the industry associations. The trade associations within the State would be asked to

designate three to five people to work with experienced, accomplished, and recognized educators

to develop the nOdea competency statements. As you know, the American Electronics Industry,

the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, and the (Association of General Contractors have

already developed such statements fbr electronic technicians, auto mechanics, and a variety of

construction jobs at several levels. We believe the response of trade associations and labor unions

will be a good indicator as to which occupational areas have the most pressing need for skilled

labor. We believe if the Governor specifically asks industry to make its people available, industry

will make it happen.

This proposal assumes that the State agency activities will shift somewhat away from com-

pliancemonitoring to providing technical assistance to local education agencies, schools, and

instructors. We assume also thatr,State agencies will want to use outstanding educators that

, instructors respect and give them the leadership role in working with the technical committees and

providing the technical assistance and professional development wanted.
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These technical committees and the informatioo that they develop can be a tremendous asset
to State educators, legislators, Governors, and operators of other State employment programs in
ad &sing such problems as how to increase,productivity and identify areas of skill shortage.
Vocational education would then be in the lead role in gathering, interpreting, disseminating, and

using that information

This proposal is part of the developing Federal legislation reauthorizing Federal investment in
vocational education. But, States do not need to wait for Federal legislation to implement this con-
cept. Whether there is Federal legislation or not, NAB urges educators to discuss these ideas with
the industry associations and labor 'unions within the State and ask their support in implementing
these committees. Furthermore, different States in a. region may wish to establish different commit-
tees and then share the information developed with other States to avoid duplication of effort.

Another opportunity for employer-education partnerships is through the provisions in the
House and Senate bills for creation of a new program to fund training in high-technology °coupe-
lions. The new program is meant to provide incentives for business and industry and the voca-
tional education community to develop programs jointly. Not less than 50 percent of the cost of
these programs must be provided from non-Federal sources, and not less than 50 percent of the
non-Federal share must be provided by participating businesses. Fund; for this program are avail-

able for training and retraining of instructional personnel, curriculum development, acquisition' of
equipment, and other activities essential to providing training programs in high-technology
occupations.

These industry-education partnership training programs in high-technology occupations, as
the law calls (hem, where the business community underwrites part of the cost, are another oppor-
tunity for employers to show their commitment to quality vocational education programs. This
type of activity is already quite common in many communities and NAB is pleased that it will be
expanded through Federal legislation. It is not too early for States to start considering how such
partnerships should be implemented. This program will need to be marketed to the business com-
munity. Individuals who act as "account executives" or!'industrial coordinators" will be needed to
act as liaisons with the business community. Employers will want to feel confident about their
investment and will want to be part of decisions made in joint programs.

Joint programs with the business community must also keep regulations and bureaucratic
processes to a minimum if they want to keep busy employers active in a partnership program.
Again, we do not need Federal legislation to move ahead with this kind of an idea.

Conclusion

What does all this mean? It means we in industry and education are on The threshold of a new
adventurethat we may be given the opportunity to build on the yearS of exkerience we have
working togetherand do it better. To make any of these ideas successful, tprinciples'of
rublic-private collaboration will need to be understood and applied. The challenge for the National
Alliance of Business, the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, and others is to
develop. understand, and communicate the need for partnerships, the advantages of partnerships,
the difficulties and challenges of successful partnership, and the techniques for making them
work. And we need to work together to do it.

Thank you very much.
(



A.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Madeleine B. Hemmings

Question: Your talk was mainly about private sector involvement in the running and direction of
training in educational' institutions. Another form'of partnership is the reverse, in which

the public institutions work with private business to provide customized training. I was
wondering if you might talk more about that. Is that outsid...the concept of public-
..private partnerships? How does it fit in?

I thought I should have some mercy on the crowd b'y not exploring every possibility at could

be put down here. However, I think that in many ways, I was talking about formalized rel ionships

and the need to understand how they might be made more workable. The services you des
are probably even 'better done on a direct basis between a business and the education institution.

Customized training is a wonderful resource that the education community brings to the country

and to the economy and that ought to be encouraged in every possible way. That.kind of service

offered by community colleges and vocational-technical schools has been more than welcome by

the business community. I think customized training is more accepted as a way of life than the

kind of relationship I was describing, but I didn't intend to sugg st that it's less important. In fact, it

is more important and I would sere growth in customized training as ne of the most important

results of a partnership process. The opportunity for business to lear from the combined expe-

rience educators have from working with many students and an usinesses will be invaluable to

businesses as time goes on.

Question: One of our charges is to assemble data for policy decisions. Is there a way for us to
understand better what the business community wants? Are there any studies?

I may not have expressed what I meant very well. I was trying to say that the business com-
munity must understand it has di,yerent decision-making processes than that of the public com-
munity, and chat it needs to learn to appreciate why the public community does what it does. I

don't think there has been enough done to increase. mutual understanding. In fact, my intention

was to develop a paper that talked only about these two different decision-making processes, but I

discovered that there wasn't very much available on the subject. The issue is to teach tt*usiness
community what it needs to know in order to understand the difference between when the public

agency is putting something over on them with a lot of paper, and when, in fact, the business

community has to make it possible for the public partners to build support for their decisions. This

entails going through the process of explaining all the things that public sector people do. I really

think the business community has little, if any, understanding of this requirement, and., therefore,
when they get into some situations with public partners, they are unnecessarily critical of them

because they are naive about what the public partners have to deal with in terms of keeping their

own heads above water. I don't think you can build a partnership unless the people who are sitting

across the table from each other can keep their jobs after the meeting has taken place, and I don't

think we talk about that very much. I don't think most business people 'understand it. I didn't mean

to say that educators need to understand the hierarchial structure of business; I don't think it mat-

ters, if they do or not. I do think it matters though, that the business community be able to tell the
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difference when they go to meetings between what is keeping them from understanding the issues
(so that somebody else's purpose can be manipulated through the situation) and what is necessary

in order to make a viable public decision that will endure. Business people don't live in a ,'iorld
where, when they make a decision, the first thing that happens is both the people on their staffs
and the people outside their staffs immediately start figuring out how to get that decision undone.
That's a world they don't know and they don't understand at all. They say, "Oh well, that's politics."
But if you are going to operate something in the public domain, you are going to have to develop

some of those skills, and I don't think the private sector has enough appreciation for the quality
and skills of the public sector.

Question: Do'different individuals at different points of the hierarchy hold different views about
job training?

Probably, yes. I think that's very well said. We find that the chief executive officers in most
organizations are very interested in the broad education of their people. They want people who
have a broad education and they also want technical genius. They want the best engineers that
they can possibly find. They want the most talented people available, no matter where they are
found, and they want to build an organization around them. Well, who doesn't? If you are looking
at competing in the world today, that is what it takes.

On the other hand, I think that Susan Raymond's Study of what business people really want
from people coming out of high school 'has a great deal to recommend it. I've heard it said that the
study probably wasn't done on a large enough population. However, I'm willing to bet money on
the fact that if you spent a million dollars replicating it, the answers would be very similar in a
larger population. And I would recommend the study to you. Raymond talks about the higher
order of reasoning skills, the ability of people to use the information that they get when they are in
school, the ability to draw conclusions from what they read, and those kinds of things. She has a
highly developed list of skills that business people say they need in productive employees. She
also indicates that business people try to communicate to educators that they dO not need stu-
dents or graduates who are prepared only for entry-level positions. They want to pron2otess..o.ple
and they want them to grow within the company. However, I thoug_ht.one th-e-hiost interesting

things she did find out was that high schools --- thousands of thernthink of themselves as prepar-
ing students for entry-level jobs. Now that-is a tremendous gap in understanding. It really is, and
it's one we really needtotalkatotit to each other. Raymond's is the best study of what employers
think high schools do and what they ought to do that I've seen.

One other point: business people want employees with general skills, and they do have a prob-
lem with people who can't read, write, and so on. This is a reality to them.

I understand that you are studying hiring patterns. If you give. employers 10 people, all of
whom have good basic skills, arJ one of whom has the technical skills to go ahead and do the job,
that's the person they are going to hire. The person who'makes the hiring decision needs a person
with both kinds of education, training, and skills. I believe that as soon as we get past our discus-
sion on the basic skills that people need to have and begin to get people with those skills, employ-
ers will immediately come back to you and say please give us the people with the basic skills and

the technical skills. That's what they want. You cannot hire a secretary who can't type. That person
needs a basic educationprobably moreplus the ability to turn on the machine and get some-
thing out of it the first day on the job. The same principle is true in many other jobs.

Another prYnt: there are millions of smaller businesses in the country, but we tend to spend

our time asking what the large business is going to do. The large business likes to tell us how it's
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going to train people. But again, if you find out who they really take and who gets into their train-
ing programs, you find they are the people who already have a pretty good start.

The resource in our country with the potential to help us with the real problems we have is the
vocational education community, There isn't any other system that offers the same combination of
basic and occupational skills training. A quarter of the people in the tabor market do not have high
school diplomas. Employers have already hired an enormous number of people who have been
giving them a lot of productivity problems. That is not to say that everybody who comes out of
high schOol is in great shape either. Our adult education opportunity is phenonmenal. We really do
have serious problems to deal with in this country in terms of bringing people along to the point
where they really are employable. Employers eventually will ask for help doing that.

Question: \At least for the last 10-12 years, the National Association of Business-Industry Educa-
tion Cooperation has been working on those partnerships. Why haven't they been
more successful?

Some O*f them have b n very successful. This particular set of proposals that we have devel-
oped did not arise out of any of their materials. One of the problems that we think we have
resolved in our proposal is going to tia employers where theyare. In other words, we suggest that
educators really begin to work ser'uusly with trade associations that are set up to deal with
employer problems. They are also set up to reach out to the government where you need them to
reach out to government. Trade associations know how to do that. They are skilled in such out-
reach, and they are the groups that come together to consider the problems of specific industries
and communicate these-problems to government as appropriate. If one of these problems is
employees, they are going to have a committee of people dealing with that problem, prepared to
advise the membership on how to act and what to support. That group can be a strong advocate

for vocational education.

I think we don't need new organizations or new associations because people don't have time
for them. We've already got thousands of them. in.Washington. What we need then is to go where
people already are and use the resources that they recognize and accept to reach them. Then the
efficiency of these people's time spent becomes much stronger, and so does their interest in a new

issue. I think reaching business people through their trade associations would make all the differ-

ence in the world to vocationaleducatort..there is nothing in our proposal that is very revolution-
ary: rather, it is an extensiri of what's already done, carried one step further.. What it does
'represent however, is a series of recommendations ttvt have already been propoSed and accepted
by-the five major business organizations in the country. The people who normally represent

employers have looked at these recommendations in this particular moment in history and asked
to.work with vocational education and that structure. The commitment is there..

Other systems have to go into the community and find people and hope to organize them.
Some have been doing that for .a long time for vocational educators and have done a lotf good
through this work. But, trdbnl think vocational education has yet reached into the business com-
munity's regular system of making its own decisions, and I think you ought tO unleash that system

on your behalf because vocational education is an economic good. Getting business to under-
stand your importance and value as it makes decisions at)out its own economic future would really
begin to bring some people to your cause who would expect to deliver for you. That's what associ-
ations do for a living, and they have staff available who cab help. This idea is essentially to trade
on as much of what is already there as possible and unleash the organized business community on
behalf of the vocational education community.
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Question: Given the fact that the vocational education community has had thousands of advisory
committees over the years, what would be the two to three priorities you would
recommend? What kind of partnerships ought to be built?

I don't know that I can suggest what the vocational education community ought to do, but I

hope we can continue our dialogue, and maybe we can develop something more than just a couple

of suggestions off the top of my head. What we are asking for. in the business proposal is not a Set

of job training programs. We are asking for a system to be set up. whereby the education commu-

nity can get information from the employer community, and the employer community is forced to

organize itself to provide that information. The informatiOn is not just about what vocational edu-

cation should do. The information business should provide is what people need to know in order

to function on the job. That's as far as the employer community ought to go. They stop right there,

and beyond that, the educatiOn community makes up its mind what it can do, when, and how.

What education should have is a body of knowledge provided. by the employer community.

The employer community, although its executives have'served on numerous councils, has not

really systematically organized itself to provide that information. The way the business community
works internally has not been made readily available to the education community. That's what is

being proposed here. I think what I would suggest at this point is that figure out how we can teach

our different sectors to understand'enough about each other to overcome their hesitancy toward

working cooperatively. I think that would be the challenge.

What can we show them about each other to bring them together? What is the most effective

way of doing that? Passing a law that says the business community can put.up money to encour-

age job growth or establish some kind of training programs isn't going to unleash a flow of money.

Somebody is going to have to go out and get it from the business community,, because business is

not going.to be jumping up and down at the opportunity to pay out.money for something that it

doesn't understand. One thing we need to do is to figure out this process and then show the edu-

cation community how to make those approaches and hoW to establish the understanding with the

employer community that will produce' employer-funds for local programs. Doing sowould be

really exciting.

We've had a lot of experience in dealing with employers and we would like to share it, The

desire to work together has to be real for partnerships to work. It's one thing to organize a council

where the members mayor may not listen to each other and may get pick of participating after a

while and quit. It is another thing to hear .a business person say, "I'm going to write you a check for

$50,000. I really believe this is going to be good for my business, an I can go tell my stockholders

or the owner of my business that this was money well spent. It's their money that is well spent."

That's the pressure on the owner of the businev, or the manager of a publicly held corporation to'

be able to justify the investment. So, the education community has to make its approach in a way

that enables employers to understand and explain the payoff. That will require very well thought

out propoSals based on a clearly identified need. So, I think we ought to figure out the techniques

for making these approaches and then train people to deal with the employer community on this

basis and put together proposals and committees .to support the proposals. A very real possibility

is to get the kind of money you 'need to run larger projects through the trade associations who can

help you put together 25 employers in support of a project. The people who bring employers.

together are their own associations. I think associations are a really rich resource that we ought to

approach and try to work with very hard.

Question: One of the chief concerns of business and industry is to retain jobs. Do you think that
JTPA should be the primary vehicle for retaining jobs?
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The only vehicle?.I see the vocational education system as a better one. The vocational educa-
tion community systemi! a $6.5 billion system. The JTPA system is at total less than $3 billion. I
don't think that the economic development problems of the country are limited to the concerns of
the Federal Government.In fact, I suspect that those kinds of problems are better solved at the
State and local levels. When you begin to organize to deal with economic development, the
employer community will stand with y'ou in asking for more money from State legislatures. I think

that it is going to be easier to argue the case for the economic development and job reterilipn .

situation at the State level than itis going to be to argue it in Washington next year. N

N
There is not much money in the Federal Government anymore, and I don't think we ought to

assume that that's our primary source of money. I think we will gain more by asking business to
put up some of the money, and the State to put up some of the money, and maybe others as well.
Perhaps we ought to get, together to create the pots of money a lot closer to where the problems

are. It is easier for people to agreeo paying fbr a problem they can see and understand. It is also
sin many ways, easier to design a solution to those problems closer to home..

We have places like this National Center that are gathering the experience of the rest of the
country and making it available. I don't think we should be reinventing'the wheel,in every..locality,
but I would hate tc$ say that Washington is the source of all the answers to our problems. Shared
experience and locally developed applications will do more than nationally mandated programs.

Next year, the Federal budget battles are ikel.y to be worse than anything we've seen up until
now. The Job Training Partnership Act has a role to play in retraining. It deals with a very specific
population. The vocational education system is not restrainedin that way, and, therefore, it is in
many ways much easier to bring the employer community to rally around it. Employers like to
think they are getting the best and the brightest.

Question: Should public money, that is taxes, be used to subsidize training for the private sector?

This is almost a moral issue.

What do you think the moral issue is? We have to look to some extent at the social thinking of
the time in order to understand why laws develop the way they do. When CETA was developed, for
example, the prohibition against money flowing to the private sector to train people arose not out
of an animosity toward the private sector, b,ut-because of the point you are making. We believed, at

that time, that if we provided public funds to a private business, we were creating comparative
advantage for one business over another with PUblic funds, including paying a business to train its
own employees or even non employees. We thought that was wrong. We believe in a free. competi-

tive economy. We believed at that time that any business out there 'ought .o use whatever it has to
make its way in the world, and that it isn't up to the government'to createan advantage for one

over the other. Whoever survives, survives.

Over a 10-year period or so, we began to realize that having our disadvantaged people trained

only by the public sector Was not getting them jobs in the private sector. Sometimes there were. dif-
lerences in the way that people did their work or the Work that needed to be done. Therefore,
being trained in one sector was not necessarily going to prepare a person for the other. So it
became in the public interest to train people in the private sector. Then the issue shifted a little bit,
We began to realize that there is also a tremendous productivity losS to societywhen a group of
people has a serious barrier to employment. So we began to think that maybe we could provide the
cost of training or some percentage of trainee salaries to the employer in order to get the person
initial training and experience. The payment was viewed as compensation for hiring someone less
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productive than others who were available. So we adopted the targeted job tax credit and started
paying for on-the-job training. The. moral issue becomes finding the right way to give people areal

opportunity.

Now we may be moving toward a situation where it is in the public interest to see that people

are retrained in order to be sure the businr!sses don't fail.and that we don't lose the capabilities of
competing in international markets. We may want, to create funds to 'retrain people so we can keep

them employed. I'm not saying that is the answer. I'm saying that ;ssues and our. thinking about
them seem to evolve. The society has different sets of problems at different times, and.we arrive,
eventually, through our very interesting democratic proce$ses, at the solution we are willing to

apply.

I don't think we are quite back into the previous situation, in which we couldn't use public
money for any private purpose, After all, we are now asking the private sector to use its money for
public purposes. There is something of an exchange going on here. How we feel about it is
involved in our processes in State legislatures, local councils, the Federal legislature, and so on. I

think it is wonderful to.see how the thing is actually debated, and we eventually arrivIat a balance
with which we, as Americans, feel comfortable. Such thinking is an evolving thing. Ifterl't think
there is a clear answer or one that is suitable to all social climates or economic circumstances. The
answer seems to depend on what we see as the most pressing social problem at the time, on our
view of what the moral problem is. In this case, we went from worrying about creatingcomparative
advantage for one employer to worrying about our moral obligation to'ijive disadvantaged people
the kind of training they really needed to get a second chance at the job market. To do the latter,

we are now trying to provide funds to employers who train people with serious employment prob-
lems so the employers can remain competitive with those who do not undertake such socially

desirable activities.

A
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